Bootcamp
Experiences in Design Thinking
Fall 2008

Instant Ramen

US annual consumption = 3.9 billion meals, $10 billion US market
Worldwide annual consumption = 85.7 billion meals
- Japanese convenience Foods Industry Association 2005
Over the next week, you are to design a better ramen experience.
Brief:
Instant ramen: it’s a meal for some people, for others a hot snack. Some people eat it every week, and
some people only ate it in college. It’s study food, emergency food, camping food, and bulk food with a
longer shelf life than your shampoo. Some eat it raw, some follow the directions, and for some, it’s the
muse for whatever is in the fridge. It’s a million different things to (literally) a million different people in the
US and around the world.
For these reasons, it’s a great platform to learn and practice the user-centered design process. Its scale
ensures that you can rapidly prototype it as an experience and as a product. Its variety ensures that you
will have the opportunity and challenge of many points of view. Its ubiquity ensures that you will have
many opportunities to observe its use and interview its users.
The Design Project:
Umami, a group of food-focused entrepreneurs looking to make waves in the instant ramen industry, has
retained a group of hotshot designers (you!) to improve the instant ramen experience.
The epiphany came when two of the members were traveling, and instant ramen was the only “safe” thing
they had to eat. The question they asked was, “Why does ramen have to be so crappy? Why can’t there
by a healthier, satisfying alternative?” They feel that existing brands (Nissin, Maruchan, Sapporo Ichiban,
etc.) offer only a highly undifferentiated array of high sodium and high fat choices. Their goal: gain a
competitive advantage by offering a better instant ramen experience.
Use and document the following design thinking process in an accordian-fold pocket notebook. Cut and
paste the phase labels into your notebook around the work for each phase.
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Evaluation:
Next week, you will display your notebooks for the class. Be prepared to turn in your notebook in.
Grading will not be based on your pitch, but on your notebooks and the experience of filling it, including:
• Quantity (length to which the filled pages unfold)
• Process, Practice & Documentation (who you talked to, depth of need uncovered, and innovation
in the solution).
Schedule and Workload:
You will have 2 project delivery days over the next week.
• Monday, Sept, 29, 2008 Understand / Observe / Define – complete sticker sheets 1 - 2 and
arrive with a completed Point of View exercise.
• Wednesday, Oct, 1, 2008 Ideate / Prototype / Test / Implement – complete sticker sheets 3 - 4
and arrive with a completed project.
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Maps:
Asian Supermarkets

Ramen Restaurants
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